It's not whether you win or lose...

By RANDY NORD

The annual Olympics to be held in Los Angeles will begin tomorrow. It is the culminating point of the track and field season turned out for the Mustangs. The sports are ripe for the picking.

But when the annual event of the 1976 Olympics is underway, the school, the track, things will change drastically.

According to Kathi Vinger, who is helping to organize the Volunteers for Peter Tashani and is a member of the organizing committee, the opening ceremonies will take place on Friday night, April 7th. The ceremonies will be held in the University of California at Los Angeles, the newest building.

"It has really grown the last ten years," said Vinger.

"The idea of the Olympics has changed. It's no longer just a track meet, it's a multi-sport event, not only for young people, but for the general public." She said.

Seaborg said coordinating the Olympics was essential for many Reasons.

"It's the first year we've had to coordinate the Olympics. In the past, we could do it on our own, but now we have to coordinate with the community, the schools, the universities, the city, the county, etc."

Seaborg said coordinating the Olympics was essential for "We have almost 200 people volunteering their time."

Seaborg said: "We have a tremendous job in making sure all the events run smoothly."

SPECIAL OLYMPICS side Kimi French and Mike Pipes at batting practice, with Fred Taleys at home plate. (Daily photo by Caron Galante).

Dean of students opens for business

By RONNIE BURNETT

A weekly column by the Dean of Students of Cal Poly in cooperation with the Daily. The new dean of students, Russell Brown, has been on the job for a week.

The new dean, a tall, thin man with short, brown hair, has a friendly smile, and he's been a great addition to the campus. He's been very active in his new position, and he's already made a lot of progress.

Brown is interested in helping students become involved in campus activities and in the community.

"I have administrative responsibility for the student activities," he said. "I have a lot of responsibilities, and I want to make sure that students are involved in campus activities." He said that he wants to be involved in the counseling process, and that he wants to make sure that students are involved in the counseling process.

Brown is enthusiastic about his new position and he's looking forward to the future.

"I want to be able to help students make the most of their time at Cal Poly," he said. "I want to be able to help students make the most of their time at Cal Poly."
Housing issue before council tonight

The San Luis Obispo City Council is set to discuss the housing issue before council tonight. The issue involves a proposal to create a new program to help residents live in their dwellings.

The council will also consider a report from the Housing Task Force which recommends actions that can be taken to address the issue. The report identifies a need for more affordable housing and calls for initiatives that will provide a safer and healthier environment for residents.

In order to clarify alternatives and make decisions, the council is taking input from members of the public. The council will hear from members of the task force and representatives of other organizations interested in the issue.

The task force report is expected to include recommendations for future action. The council will discuss these recommendations and decide on a course of action.

The meeting is open to the public and will be held tonight at 7:00 PM at City Hall. Residents are encouraged to attend and share their opinions.

Fraternity reform needed

Protestations seem to be synonymous with some men and women on campus. This is the tradition of parliaments in their communities and many others.

But during my four years at Cal Poly, I have come to realize that the issue is a social problem that has escaped any complete rational explanation and, I see it as the inevitable trajectory of polyfraternization.

In the past, fraternities and sororities have been responsible for the kind of parties that are still occurring today. To some extent, the parties have become a means of satisfying the social needs of the students.

Through the years, they have become less of a form of entertainment and more of a way to raise money for a variety of causes.

However, during the last round of initiation speeches, the speakers will be a little more careful to explain their points. They will be more conscious of the facts.

The speakers have to be careful, as the students are not content with just partying and partying. They do not want last year's party to be repeated.

Yet, their system of admitting new members is a bit different, and it is different in the sense that it is less formal. It is a social gathering where people are considered based on their behavior and not their partying.

The pledging program still requires the pledges to prove themselves, but the system that maintains their membership has been changed.

The pledging program does not place on the pledges the same amount of importance as it did on the others. It does teach the pledges how to exist within a larger social structure, and give a valuable real experience in the art of living.

It is a shame, however, that fraternities

OUR READERS WRITE...

Editor's note to commend the student basketball campaign for the April 28 election. Although I was only a spectator, I want to thank the students and community for their support of the basketball team. Marguerite Giangrillo

I have read with considerable interest the campaign for the election of the basketball team. Although the candidates may be divided in their views, the spirit of the campaign is admirable. Thanks for the effort.

In the next campaign, I hope to see more students turn out to support the candidates.

Richard Kresser

Political Science Department

I remember that when I was a student at Cal Poly, I participated in the student government election. It was a lot of fun, but it was also a lot of work. The candidates had to campaign, make speeches, and organize events. It was a lot of responsibility.

I think the candidates this year are doing a good job, and I hope the students will vote for the candidate they feel is the best for the job.

George Johnson

Election letters

Editorial:

The Student Daily welcomes letters expressing all viewpoints. Letters reproducing statements in another publication are not accepted. All letters must be signed, and the author's name must be typed on the letter.

The Student Daily reserves the right to edit or reject any letter.
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Alfie Eisenstein

Editor in chief

By: Larry Schmidt

ELECTION LETTERS

We gratefully acknowledge the efforts of all candidates for the upcoming elections. The candidates have shown非凡的竞选精神和决心。我们希望学生能参与并投票支持他们的选择。
City Council to discuss housing tonight

By ROBERT CHABA
Daily News Writer

The San Luis Obispo
City Council will meet
Thursday at 7 p.m. to
vote on a special ordi-
nance to regulate
housmg disputes.

The purpose of the
special ordinance is to
handle housing disputes
in a less formal setting
than the hard and
get residents who violate
the new law a chance
to appeal their case.

The ordinance prohibits
the availability of
student housing permits
to those who apply. The
permit, if approved, would not
be a legal right but a
privilege. The permit
would be valid for one
day, and the permit holder
would have to appear in
person at the
meeting.

One of the task force
recommendations was that
the limit be raised to 10
in a single-family house.

The City Council is
expected to vote on the
ordinance at the meeting.

Events planned to celebrate Cinco de Mayo

By JIM SCHOEME
Daily News Writer

Cinco de Mayo, the
day the Mexicans
revolted against the
French in 1862, is the
topic of a number of
activities this weekend...

The San Luis Obispo
Community Center will
be the site of a special
celebration for Cinco de
Mayo. The event will
begin at 6 p.m. on
Friday and will feature
a Mexican dance
performance.

The San Luis Obispo
Movie Theater will
show a special screening
of a Mexican movie at
7:30 p.m. on Thursday.

The San Luis Obispo
Community Center will
also host a special
celebration for Cinco de
Mayo at 7 p.m. on
Thursday.

The San Luis Obispo
Community Center will
be open from 6 to 9 p.m.
for visitors to enjoy the
celebration.
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Sports can be a pain in the eye

By LAURA CHRISTMAN
Daily Bell Writer
Playing baseball, basketball, football, or soccer can injure the eye. Although the likelihood of an injury to the eye is low, when it does happen it can be painful and result in permanent vision loss.

Football is the highest risk sport for injury to the eye, according to a University of Michigan study published in the Journal of the American Medical Association. Injuries to the eye in football are often caused by a player being hit by the football itself or by another player.

In soccer, the ball can hit the eye during a game. When a ball hits the eye, it can cause serious injury, including rupture of the lens or cornea.

In basketball, the ball is often thrown with enough force to cause injury to the eye. A person wearing protective eyewear can reduce the risk of injury to the eye in basketball.

In baseball, the ball is often thrown with enough force to cause injury to the eye. A person wearing protective eyewear can reduce the risk of injury to the eye in baseball.

In hockey, the ball is often thrown with enough force to cause injury to the eye. A person wearing protective eyewear can reduce the risk of injury to the eye in hockey.

These are just a few examples of the many ways in which people can injure their eyes while playing sports. It is important to wear protective eyewear to reduce the risk of injury to the eye in any sport.

Future planning helps offered

Most people don't think of planning their future while they're busy making money. But the truth is that the future is as important to the individual as is the present.

In this Life Planning Course, we will help you to plan your future as a whole. We will help you to make decisions on how to live your life and what to do with it. We will help you to plan your future and chart your course.
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Engineering grads finding jobs

By LACE SHERMANN
Daily Bell Writer

Cal Poly graduates on engineering will help

shape "business as usual" for liberal arts and

hard science. The job outlook is good, the

Placement Center says, according to a report

released earlier this year. "There is no reason

why the number of job offers should not

increase," engineering graduates say. "We

should make a good contact upon graduation.

Especially for engineers," said one graduate.

"There should be no reason why a qualified

graduate should not have a job." National

salaries and postgraduate studies are on

the rise, said a Placement Center official.

Engineering graduates are still among the

most sought after, especially in areas of

science and technology. A group of

placement officers related the recent

experience of a placement officer at

Cal Poly Pomona. The group had

met with a large recruiting firm from

the Bay Area. "They were very impressed

with our students," said the Placement

Center official. "They said they would

return to Cal Poly for more students." The

Placement Center said it had received

requests for job offers from a number of

companies. "We have received over 100

requests for job offers," the official said.

"We are looking for students in all fields." A

group of students from the Department of

Engineering said they had received

requests for job offers from companies in

the field of aerospace, defense, and

communications. "We are looking for

students in all fields," the Placement

Center official said. "We are looking for

students in all fields."
She's hot stuff... in the hot corner

By JANET KRIETEMEYER
Daily Sports Writer

Two are down in the top of the sixth. The runners take their leads off first and third base.

The batter rifle was down the third base line, seemingly headed for left field. But its trajectory was headed to short and the ball had cleared the fence. The fans roared and the ball fell to first base for the out.

Brooks Robinson? No. Just another typical play turned in by Laramie Yohaihara, the third baseman on Cal Poly's women's softball team.

Yohaihara, a freshman PE major, has been playing softball since she was eight. She played catcher in her early days of the game. At Blackford High School she crushed the mound and padding necessary for the catcher's job.

"At the beginning of this season I was doing a little catching, but mostly I've been at third," she said. "It's different from the other positions I've played. The balls are hit at you faster so you have to be able to react faster."

Yohaihara is one of three women on the softball team who were given athletic scholarships.

"I know they gave scholarships here so I wrote a letter," she said. "Ernie Val (Poly Coach Val Fifield) was up in San Jose. I think I might have seen me play once or twice."

The Sunbirds invited Yohaihara to tryout for the team. At that time, she was still in high school. They invited her back and she says she probably could have made the team but she was more concerned with her education so she turned them down.

"If you can't play professional softball, she said, "My goal is to learn and be a better softball player."

The Sunbirds are still around in four or five years I might play with them.

College softball is much more competitive than the high school level. The women have their teams off first and third base.

"They all have their imaginary bat," Trudeau commented. "They make me out on their imaginary bat for a while. But when they stop I try to get out of the way of the ball."

"When they would not let me out of their line I knew they wanted me in," Trudeau said. "They also changed their policy about keeping only one American in the lineup. This was a big help for us."

The team is in Elk Grove today for the regional tournament, and Yohaihara hopes that the responsibility of the players will help the Mustangs come out on top.

"We are seeded sixth (out of one team) and we should be higher. We'll just have to win games and play well," she said.

She's hot stuff... in the hot corner.

Bob Trudeau, the man who created the two-year-old Cal Poly women's softball program, has signed a protocol contract with the Canadian Football League. He will be joining former Long Beach State and St. Louis Cardinals star Terry Metroff as the Argonauts' defensive coordinator. Trudeau was an all Canadian football player and was chosen as a wide receiver.

"All I wanted was a chance to play. But that's difficult to get when you're only 5'9 and weight 170 pounds," Trudeau commented. "I've had a lot of experience since I began running. I've played with a lot of good players."

The Sunbirds have been in the hot corner. They've been in the hot corner since they started out.

The team is in Elk Grove today for the regional tournament and Yohaihara hopes that the responsibility of the players will help the Mustangs come out on top.
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Poly nine drops four games

BY ANN FYRE

United Press

The Mustangs and Poly are tied at the head of the 12-team league in CIF-SS Division IV. In the last two weeks, Poly has been the only team to win both of its games. The Mustangs have won only one of their last two games.

The Mustangs dropped four games in the last two weeks, losing to Poly, 9-4, and to Santa Barbara, 7-6. Poly won both games, 9-4 and 7-6, and Santa Barbara won 9-6. The Mustangs are now 9-7-2 on the season, while Poly is 11-4-1.

Despite the loss, the Mustangs moved up to the fifth spot in the league standings. Poly is in second place, followed by Santa Barbara, Santa Monica, and Beverly Hills.

The Mustangs and Poly both have won four games in the league, while Santa Barbara has won three games. The Mustangs have lost 12 games, while Poly has lost 10 and Santa Barbara has lost 11.

The Mustangs will play Santa Monica and Beverly Hills in their next two games. Poly will play Santa Barbara and Santa Monica. Poly has won four of their last five games, while the Mustangs have won three of their last four games.

The Mustangs and Poly are both in the running for a CIF-SS Division IV championship, along with Santa Barbara, Santa Monica, and Beverly Hills.

The Mustangs next game is against Santa Monica, with Poly playing Santa Barbara. The Mustangs and Poly are both playing for a spot in the CIF-SS Division IV championship game.

The Mustangs and Poly are both playing well, and will be in the running for a CIF-SS Division IV championship. The Mustangs and Poly are both playing for a spot in the CIF-SS Division IV championship game.
"LITE TASTES GREAT AND IT'S LESS FILLING. I ALSO LIKE THE EASY-OPENING CAN."

Bubba Smith  
Former All-Pro Lineman

LITE BEER FROM MILLER. EVERYTHING YOU ALWAYS WANTED IN A BEER. AND LESS.